Grounds Maintenance Worker II

Job Code 00007069

General Description
Responsible for providing attractive, safe and well maintained grounds.

Examples of Duties
Mow and trim grounds.
Pick up litter.
Fertilize soil.
Conduct chemical weed control.
Maintain and mark fields.
Prepare field for games.
Maintain, service, and adjust equipment.
Maintain work logs, mileage, and equipment manuals and chemical records.
Perform other duties as assigned.

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities
Knowledge of: Turf maintenance equipment; equipment maintenance; standard safety practices and procedures related to the turf industry; techniques for using paint machines; mixing procedures for applying chemicals on athletic field; laws and regulations for chemical application; athletic field preparation techniques.
Skill in: Working with others and operating equipment; effectively communicate with others; problem solving and decision making.
Ability to: Read and understand MSDS, equipment manuals, chemical labels, and field equipment; prepare work logs and chemical records; perform basic math; operate various types of equipment.

Educational Experience
To qualify for this classification, an individual must possess any combination of experience and education that would likely produce the required knowledge, skills, and abilities.

Other Requirements
Texas Department of Agriculture – Pesticide Applicators License.